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Introduction

‘Zero emission road freight strand 1: 
electric road systems (ERS)’

A feasibility study for a possible demonstrator of an overhead 
electrical catenary system for heavy-duty electric lorries in the UK

Work package 2:

Investigate the infrastructure/vehicle specification needs for the 
proposed ERS demonstrator.

▪ UK journey analysis (on a national scale)

▪ Preliminary battery size needs

▪ Representative journey scenarios for the demonstrator

▪ Detailed journey simulations (on the demonstrator)

▪ Simulation of specific journey scenarios

▪ Determine the ERS / static charging / battery size 
specifications for the demonstrator



The proposed M180 demonstrator site

Doncaster

Immingham

M180

ERS

Grimsby

to Sheffield, Manchester, South

to Leeds, Manchester, North

to Europe

~ 80 km

Minimum 30 lane-km
= 15 km in both directions



UK journey analysis

Preliminary battery sizes

Demonstrator journey scenarios



Possible ERS topographies for the UK

UK journey analysis

Journey typesUK journey 

databases

Starfish 

(FMCG)

National 

retailers

Misc.

operators

GB

Freight

Tramping

Multi-drop

Warehouse to 

warehouse

5,000 km 10,000 km 15,000 km

Battery sizes*

W-to-W

150 kWh

(x1 trip)

Multi-drop

500-700

kWh

Tramping

600-1200 

kWh

*No static charging

Some off-ERS static charging infrastructure 

will help to reduce the battery size needs



Example demonstrator journey scenarios

Journey
type

Static
charging

Expected
vehicle type

Warehouse to warehouse (single trip) Yes ‘Small’ battery BEV

Warehouse to warehouse (single trip) No ‘Small’ battery BEV

Warehouse to warehouse (multi-trip) Yes ‘Small’ battery BEV

Warehouse to warehouse (multi-trip) No ‘Large’ battery BEV

Multi-drop/Tramping (many off-ERS kms) Yes ‘Medium’/‘Large’ battery BEV

Multi-drop/Tramping (many off-ERS kms) No Range-extended BEV

Multi-drop/Tramping (European exchange) Minimal Range-extended BEV

Autonomous convoying / publicity event (high ERS load)

Non-standard and extreme conditions (e.g., maintenance, crash)

Driver/organisation training scenarios



Detailed simulations of

ERS demonstrator journeys



Drive cycle simulation model
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Drive cycle simulation model

44t
Maximum permitted 
combination mass 44t

Trailer refrigeration
(8-16kW)

Cabin heating
(1-3 kW)

Regenerative
braking

ERS supplies power 
needs and charges 
battery at ~150 kW

Built on base BEV model 
from (Madhusudhanan & 
Na, 2020), in consultation 
with Scania & Siemens.

Useable state-of-
charge = 20-100%



Selected scenario results

Warehouse-to-warehouse (multi-trip), no static charging

Multi-drop, with static charging



450 kWh

battery

Warehouse-to-warehouse (multi-trip), no static charging

Pick-up at Immingham dock

Drop-off at Armthorpe warehouse (20m)

Return to Immingham dock

(Repeat 3x in a day)
25 km ERS*

Immingham 
dock

Armthorpe 
warehouse

* = 50 lane-km

No static charging



Warehouse-to-warehouse (multi-trip), no static charging

450 kWh 
battery

SOCmin = 20%
150 kWh battery 

needed for single trip

Without the ERS, the battery capacity would need to be 1050 kWh



Multi-drop, with static charging

Leeds

Manchester

Driver rest

Warehouse 
stationary charger 

(600 kW)

Warehouse 
stationary charger 

(600kW)

250 kWh

battery

Pick-up at Immingham dock

Drop-off & charge in Leeds (20m)

Drop-off & charge in Manchester (20m)

Driver rest & charge near Sheffield en route to 

Immingham (45m)

Return to Immingham dock

* = 50 lane-km

600kW static 

charging

25 km ERS*

Immingham 
dock

Truck-stop 
stationary charger 

(600 kW)



Multi-drop, with static charging

SOCmin = 20%

250 kWh 
battery



Preliminary conclusions:

Infrastructure & vehicle specifications



Static chargingCatenary system

Demonstrator specifications

150 kWh

100 kW
Overnight

500/600 kW
Warehouses
Rest stops

Type 1 vehicle – Small battery Type 2 vehicle – Large battery Type 3 vehicle – Range-extended

20-25 km minimum
300 kW+ power draw /veh.
150 kW+ battery charging

300 kW 500 kWh 300 kW

300 kWh 300 kW

100 kW
range-extender



Thank you!

Contact:
ccd33@cam.ac.uk

Collaborators

Funding


